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Abstract. Chemoresistance is the main cause of poor
prognosis in colorectal cancer (CRC). Nicotinamide
N‑methyltransferase (NNMT) is a metabolic enzyme that
is upregulated in various tumor types. It has been reported
that NNMT inhibits apoptosis and enhances resistance to
5‑fluorouracil (5‑Fu) via inhibition of the apoptosis signal
regulating kinase 1 (ASK1)‑p38 MAPK pathway in CRC cells.
A natural product library was screened, and it was found that
vanillin, also known as 4‑hydroxy‑3‑methoxybenzaldehyde,
a plant secondary metabolite found in several essential
plant oils, mainly Vanilla planifolia, Vanilla tahitensis, and
Vanilla pompon, may be a promising anticancer compound
targeted to NNMT. The aim of the present study was to explore
the effect of vanillin on promoting apoptosis and attenuating
NNMT‑induced resistance to 5‑Fu in CRC. Lentiviral vectors
of short hairpin RNA and small interfering RNA were trans‑
fected into HT‑29 cells to construct NNMT‑knockdown HT‑29
cell lines. Vectors containing an open reading frame of NNMT
were stably transfected into SW480 cells to induce NNMT
overexpression in SW480 cell lines. Vanillin was found to
inhibit the mRNA and protein expression levels of NNMT
following the inhibition of NNMT activity in HT‑29 cell lines.
Vanillin was able to reverse NNMT‑induced increased cell
proliferation, decreased cell apoptosis and resistance to 5‑Fu
by inhibiting NNMT expression. Furthermore, it increased cell
apoptosis by activating the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway, which
could be inhibited by NNMT. In addition, vanillin increased
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cell apoptosis by promoting mitochondrial damage and reac‑
tive oxygen species. In vivo, the combination of vanillin with
5‑Fu yielded a notable synergy in inhibiting tumor growth and
inducing apoptosis. Considering that vanillin is an important
flavor and aromatic component used in foods worldwide,
vanillin is deemed to be a promising anticancer candidate
by inhibiting NNMT and may attenuate NNMT‑induced
resistance to 5‑Fu in human CRC therapy with few side effects.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common malignancy and the
leading cause of cancer‑related mortality worldwide (1).
Chemotherapy remains one of the major adjuvant treatment
strategies for CRC. 5‑Fluorouracil (5‑Fu) is a chemotherapeutic
drug widely used for the treatment of CRC, but its therapeutic
effects are limited by severe side effects and/or drug resistance,
which leads to poor CRC prognosis. 5‑Fu‑based chemotherapy
insensitiveness or resistance is a major obstacle in achieving
effective treatment for CRC (2). Therefore, the identification
of drugs with anti‑colorectal cancer activities and a potential
synergistic effect with 5‑Fu is urgently required.
Nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase (NNMT) is a
S‑adenosylmethionine‑dependent enzyme that catalyzes nico‑
tinamide to 1‑methylnicotinamide (1‑MNA) via N‑methylation.
It also catalyzes pyridines and other structural analogs. NNMT
is upregulated in various tumor types, including CRC (3,4), and
is known to contribute to drug resistance, leading to cancer
treatment failure. Our previous study showed that NNMT
accelerated cell proliferation through a reduction in reactive
oxygen species (ROS), promotion of cell cycle and inhibition of
apoptosis in human CRC cells (5). NNMT has been previously
found to enhance resistance to 5‑Fu in CRC cells via inhibi‑
tion of the apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1 (ASK1)‑p38
MAPK pathway (6). Collectively, the aforementioned findings
suggest that NNMT plays multiple roles in CRC, making it an
attractive therapeutic target.
Drugs targeting NNMT may help reduce NNMT‑related
chemotherapy resistance. Natural bioactive products play
critical roles in the discovery of anticancer drugs; a series
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of drugs have been developed based on natural products
including paclitaxel, vinblastine, camptothecin, irinotecan
and topotecan, among others (7). A natural product library
was screened and it was found that vanillin could inhibit
cell proliferation and NNMT expression in HT‑29 cell lines
in vitro. We hypothesized that vanillin is an NNMT‑targeting
compound with great potential for reducing chemoresistance
to 5‑Fu.
Vanillin, also known as 4‑hydroxy‑3‑methoxybenzal‑
dehyde, is a plant secondary metabolite found in several
essential plant oils, mainly Vanilla planifolia, Vanilla
tahitensis, and Vanilla pompon (8). It is used as an important
flavor and aromatic component in foods worldwide. Studies
have shown that vanillin has antitumor potential due to its
multiple functions. It has been reported to exert anticancer
effects by inducing apoptosis and cell cycle arrest in colon
cancer (9,10). Vanillin binds to calcium/calmodulin‑dependent
protein kinase IV and microtubule affinity regulated kinase 4
with high affinity, resulting in mitochondrial damage and
ROS production, eventually leading to apoptosis (11,12).
Vanillin exhibits anti‑invasive and anti‑metastatic activities by
suppressing the expression of MMP‑9, via signaling pathways
such as PI3K, nuclear factor (NF)‑κ B and signal transducer
and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3)/hypoxia‑inducible
factor 1α (HIF‑1α) (13‑16). In addition, vanillin has been found
to exert synergistically potentiated anticancer effects together
with doxorubicin and cisplatin (17,18). Although studies have
recognized that vanillin has anticancer effects, the precise
molecular mechanism of vanillin‑related tumor suppres‑
sion has not yet been elucidated. Moreover, no research has
investigated the effect of vanillin on NNMT and its potential
synergistic effect with 5‑Fu to data.
Taking all of these facts into consideration, the present
study aimed to determine the effect of vanillin on NNMT
expression and NNMT‑related chemoresistance. In the present
study, it was identified that vanillin inhibited cell prolifera‑
tion and enhanced the effects of 5‑Fu in both CRC cell lines
SW480 and HT‑29. Vanillin was also found to decrease
NNMT expression and activity by reducing the 1‑MNA
level. Flow cytometry and western blot analysis confirmed
that vanillin induced cell apoptosis. Further experiments
showed that vanillin induced cell apoptosis by activating the
ASK1/p38 MAPK pathway, promoting mitochondrial damage
and increasing intracellular ROS. SB203580 (a specific inhib‑
itor of p38 phosphorylation) and N‑acetyl‑L‑cysteine (NAC;
the scavenger of ROS) were used to affirm the results. In addi‑
tion, the in vivo results demonstrated that vanillin combined
with 5‑Fu inhibited tumor growth and induced apoptosis. The
present study revealed that vanillin inhibits the expression of
NNMT and enhances sensitivity to 5‑Fu through the induction
of ROS and cell apoptosis in CRC. In addition, considering
that vanillin has long been used as a food additive worldwide,
it was proposed that vanillin is a promising anticancer drug
candidate with low side effects for human CRC therapy that
may attenuate NNMT‑related resistance to 5‑Fu.
Materials and methods
Cells and cell culture. The human CRC cell lines, SW480 and
HT‑29, which have low and high NNMT expression, respectively,

were purchased from the Cell Bank at the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (Shanghai, China). The modified cell lines SW480/NC,
SW480/NNMT (NNMT overexpression) as well as HT‑29/NC
and HT‑29/shNNMT (NNMT knockdown) were constructed
as described in our previous study (5). STR authentication of
all the cell lines was completed. All cells were cultured in
RMPI‑1640 medium (cat. no. 11875‑093. Gibco; Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc.) supplemented with Penicillin‑Streptomycin
Liquid (cat. no. 15140‑122; Merck KGaA) at a final concentra‑
tion of 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and
10% serum (cat. no. 26010066. Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.)
at 37˚C with 5% CO2.
Chemical reagents and antibodies. Vanillin (cat. no. V1104, 99%
purity, Merck KGaA), 5‑Fu (cat. no. V900394, reagent grade,
≥99%, Merck KGaA) and SB203580 (cat. no. S1076, Selleck
Chemical) were dissolved in DMSO (cat. no. D8418, Merck
KGaA). N‑acetyl‑L‑cysteine (NAC; cat. no. ST1546, Beyotime
Institute of Biotechnology) and 1‑MNA (cat. no. S3346, Selleck
Chemical) were dissolved in deionized water. All reagents used
were of molecular biology grade, stored at ‑80˚C, and diluted in
culture medium for each experiment. The final concentration of
DMSO did not exceed 0.3%. Barbiturate injection was unified
supplied by the Laboratory Animal Center of Sir Run Run
Shaw Hospital of Zhejiang University. The mouse anti‑human
NNMT monoclonal antibody (clone: 1E7) was prepared through
the hybridoma technique as previously described (19). The
anti‑β‑actin (cat. no. 4970), anti‑PARP (cat. no. 9542), anti‑p53
(cat. no. 2527), anti‑cleaved caspase‑3 (Asp175) (cat. no. 9661),
anti‑phospho‑Stat3 (Tyr705) (cat. no. 9145), anti‑ASK1 (cat.
no. 8662), anti‑phospho‑ASK1 (Thr845) (cat. no. 3765), anti‑p38
MAPK (cat. no. 9212), anti‑phospho‑p38 MAPK (Thr180/Tyr182)
(cat. no. 4511), goat anti‑rabbit IgG (cat. no. 7074) and goat
anti‑mouse IgG (cat. no. 7076) antibodies were all obtained from
CST (Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.). Anti‑cleaved caspase‑9
(cat. no. ab2324) was obtained from Abcam, Inc.
RNA isolation and reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR
(RT‑qPCR). Cells were treated and harvested, and total RNA
was isolated using TRIzol® reagent (cat. no. 15596026. Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc.). RNA (2 µg) was then reverse‑transcribed
into cDNA using a cDNA Synthesis kit (cat. no. 6130. Takara
Bio, Inc.), according to the manufacturer's instructions. The
reaction mixture for reverse transcription was heated at 65˚C
for 5 min, then 42˚C for 1 h and then iced for 2 min. RT‑qPCR
was performed using NovoStart SYBR qPCR SuperMix Plus
Kit (cat. no. E096‑01A; Novoprotein), following the manufac‑
turer's instructions. The reaction mixture for RT‑qPCR was
performed as follows: 95˚C for 30 sec, followed by 40 cycles
of 95˚C for 5 sec and 68˚C for 30 sec, using an ABI PRISM
7500 Fast real‑time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Inc.). The primer sequences were as follows: h‑GAPDH‑F,
GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGT and h‑GAPDH‑R, GAAGAT
GGT  GAT  G GG ATT  T C; h‑NNMT‑F, GAG ATC  GTC  GTC
ACTGACTACT and h‑NNMT‑R, CACACACATAGGTCA
CCACTG. Relative expression levels were calculated using the
2‑ΔΔCq method (20). NNMT levels were normalized to those
of GAPDH and then compared with the control group, which
was set as 1. All of the experiments were independent and
conducted at least three times.
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Detection of 1‑MNA. 1‑MNA was detected by liquid
chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry
(LC‑MS/MS). Briefly, cells were seeded in 10‑cm plates,
incubated for 24 h, and treated with different concentration of
vanillin for 48 h. The cells were then harvested and washed
with PBS twice. Next, 50% of the cells were fixed with meth‑
anol for LC‑MS/MS, and the other 50% was used to extract
total protein for quantification. A total of 5 µl of the samples
was injected into an Eclipse XDB‑C18 column (4.6x150 mm,
5 µm, Agilent Technologies, Inc.), which was connected to
Jasper™ LC system (AB Sciex). The isocratic mobile phase, a
mixture of 0.1% formic acid and methanol mixture (v/v), was
delivered at a flow rate of 1 ml/min into the mass spectrometer
electrospray ionization chamber. Quantitation was achieved
by MS/MS Detection in positive ion mode for 1‑MNA and
internal standard (N‑MNA‑d4, cat. no. M321172, Tan Mo
Quality Inspection Technology Co., Ltd.). Detection of the
ions was performed in the multiple reaction monitoring mode.
The retention times of 1‑MNA and N‑MNA‑d4 were 1.31 and
1.65 min, respectively. The experiments were independent and
conducted a minimum of three times.
Western blot analysis. Total protein was extracted from cells
using RIPA lysis buffer (cat. no. P0013B, Beyotime Institute
of Biotechnology) with protease inhibitors. Protein concentra‑
tions were measured using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (cat.
no. P0012, Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology). A total
of 40 µg each protein sample was separated by SDS‑PAGE
and transferred to a PVDF membrane (cat. no. IPVH00010,
EMD Millipore). Following blocking and washing, the
membranes were incubated with primary antibodies at a dilu‑
tion of 1:1,000 overnight at 4˚C, followed by incubation with
horseradish peroxidase‑conjugated secondary antibodies at
1:2,000 for 80 min at room temperature. Using high sensitivity
chemiluminescence detection reagents (FDbio‑Femto ECL,
cat. no. FD8030, HangZhou FuDe Biological Technology.
Co., Ltd.), signals were visualized and captured using Image
Lab (Bio‑Rad, Laboratories, Inc.). The protein bands were
semi‑quantified and normalized to β ‑actin. They were then
compared with the control group, which was set as 1. All
experiments were conducted a minimum of three times
independently.
Cell viability and colony formation assays. Cell viability
assay was assessed using a Cell‑Counting Kit‑8 (CCK‑8; cat.
no. CK04; Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc.), following
the manufacturer's instructions. Previous reports have tried
different treating times including 24, 48 and 72 h, and found
that vanillin treated for 48 h already has an evident effect
on CRC cell lines (9,10), thus Ramadoss and Sivalingam
selected 48 h for the functional analysis of vanillin (10). Here
we used 48 h as the treatment time for vanillin in HT‑29 and
SW480 cells. Briefly, exponentially growing cells were seeded
in 96‑well plates at a concentration of 5x103 cells/100 µl per
well and incubated for 24 h. Then cells were incubated with
different concentrations of vanillin (1, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6,
7 mM) and/or 5‑Fu (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 48, 72, 100, 150,
200, 250 mg/l) for a further 48 h. Before detection, 10 µl/well
CCK‑8 solution was added to cells and incubated at 37˚C for
2 h. Absorbance was measured at 450 nm using a microplate
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reader (Bio‑Rad Laboratories, Inc.). Cells treated with media
alone were used as a control. The half maximal inhibitory
concentration (IC50) was calculated using GraphPad Prism
software version 7.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc.).
For the colony formation assay, 103 exponentially growing
cells/well were seeded in 6‑well plates and incubated for
24 h. The cells were incubated with different concentrations
of vanillin. Cultures with or without vanillin were changed
every 48 h. After 2 weeks, the viable colonies were fixed with
methanol, stained with methylrosanilinium chloride (cat.
no. C0775, Merck KGaA) and counted using ImageJ (Rawak
Software Inc.). The experiment was repeated at least three
times.
Cell apoptosis analysis. Apoptosis was detected by flow
cytometric analysis using Annexin V‑PE/7‑AAD Apoptosis
Detection kit (cat. no. 559763; BD Biosciences) and
Annexin V‑FITC/PI Apoptosis Detection kit (cat. no. 556547;
BD Biosciences), according to the manufacturer's instruc‑
tions. Briefly, 3x105 cells/well were seeded in a 6‑well plate.
Following treatment with vanillin (2.5 and 3.5 mM for HT‑29
cells, 3 and 4 mM for SW480 cells) and/or 5‑Fu (40 mg/l for
HT‑29 cells, 20 mg/l for SW480 cells) or SB203580 (10 µM)
or 1‑MNA (1 mM), cells were harvested, incubated with
Annexin V‑PE and 7‑AAD or Annexin V‑FITC and PI for
15 min in the dark at room temperature and analyzed imme‑
diately by flow cytometry (FACSCalibur flow cytometer;
BD Biosciences). Each experiment was conducted a minimum
of three times.
ROS determination. The ROS Assay kit (cat. no. S0033S,
Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) was used to measure
ROS generation, according to the manufacturer's instructions.
In brief, cells were cultured in 12‑well plates following treat‑
ment with vanillin and/or NAC, and then harvested. They were
then stained with 5‑(and 6)‑carboxy‑2',7'‑dichlorodihydroflu‑
orescein diacetate (DCFH‑DA) at 37˚C for 30 min, washed
with serum‑free medium three times and analyzed by flow
cytometry (FACSCalibur flow cytometer; BD Biosciences).
DCFH‑DA can be oxidized to 2',7'‑dichlorofluorescein (DCF)
which emits green fluorescence. Relative ROS levels=DCF
fluorescence intensity (treatment group)/DCF fluorescence
intensity (control group). Experiments were conducted a
minimum of three times independently.
Measurement of mitochondrial transmembrane potential
(ΔΨm). The dissipation of the mitochondrial electrochemical
potential gradient is a symbol of mitochondrial damage. A
mitochondrial membrane potential assay kit (cat. no. C2006,
Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) with 5,5',6,'‑tetra‑
chloro‑1,1',3,3' tetraethylbenzimidazolyl carbocyanine iodide
(JC‑1) was used to measure the change in ΔΨm, following
the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, cells were seeded
in a 6‑well plate following treatment with vanillin and/or
NAC, and then harvested. Cells were stained with JC‑1 at
37˚C for 20 min and then washed and incubated in the assay
buffer. ΔΨm was measured using flow cytometry. JC‑1 forms
aggregates in healthy mitochondrial matrix and emits red
fluorescence, while in damaged mitochondria it exists in the
cytoplasm as green fluorescence monomers. The changes of
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ΔΨm are showed as the ratio of the fluorescent intensity of

JC‑1 aggregates and monomers.

NNMT knockdown by short hairpin (sh)RNA and small
interfering (si)RNA. The lentivirus expressing NNMT shRNA
was designed and synthesized by Shanghai Genechem Co.,
Ltd.. The sequences of the shRNA targeting NNMT were
shNNMT, 5'‑ACCCTCG GGATTACCTAGA AA‑3' and the
control shRNA shNC, 5'‑TTCTCCGAACGTGTCACGT‑3'.
The lentivirus was transfected to HT‑29 cells as described
in our previous study (5). Briefly, HT‑29 cells were seeded in
6‑well plates and incubated for 24 h. Lentivirus expressing the
shRNAs (shNNMT or shNC; MOI=10 for HT‑29 cells) was
added for 10 h, and the supernatant was replaced with fresh
medium. Forty‑eight hours after transfection, the cells were
sorted using a BD FACSAria II System (BD Biosciences) to
obtain the GFP‑positive cells, which were then subjected to
functional assays.
NNMT siRNA and control siRNA were designed and
synthesized by Guangzhou RiboBio Co., Ltd. The control
siRNA contained a scrambled sequence that was not specific
to any known cellular mRNA. The sequences of the siRNA
were as follows: siNNMT (sense, 5'‑GCUCAAGAGCAGCUA
CUACAUdTdT‑3' and antisense, 5'‑AUGUAGUAGCUGCUC
UUGAGCdTdT‑3') and siNC (sense, 5'‑UUCUCCGAACGU
GUCACGUdTdT‑3' and antisense, 5'‑ACGUGACACGUU
CGGAGAAdTdT‑3'). siRNA was transfected with transfec‑
tion reagent (Guangzhou RiboBio Co., Ltd.), according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, HT‑29 cells were seeded
in 6‑well plates and incubated for 24 h. siRNA, with a final
concentration of 50 nM, was mixed with transfection reagent
and then mixed with RMPI‑1640 medium supplemented with
penicillin, streptomycin and 10% serum. Following culture of
the HT‑29 cells with the siRNA‑RMPI‑1640 mixture for 48 h,
cells were subjected to functional assays.
Xenograft experiments. Male BALB/c nude mice aged 6 weeks
were purchased from the Model Animal Research Center of
Nanjing University and housed under pathogen‑free condi‑
tions on a 12/12 h light/dark cycle with free access to food and
water. A total of 3x106 cells from each of the SW480/NC and
SW480/NNMT cell lines were subcutaneously injected into
nude mice (n=5 per cell line). Then, 2 weeks after injection,
the mice were randomly assigned to different treatment groups
(n=5 for each group) and treated with 5‑Fu (30 mg/kg body
weight dissolved in saline every 2 days for 3 weeks) and/or
vanillin (100 mg/kg body weight dissolved in 10% PEG, every
other day for 3 weeks) by intraperitoneal injection. At the end
of the experiment, all mice were intraperitoneally injected with
barbiturate (100 mg/kg) and promptly sacrificed by cervical
dislocation which resulted in rapid and irreversible loss of
animal consciousness with minimal distress leading to even‑
tual death. Mice were also euthanized because of spontaneous
pain, sickness, injury or deformity. The maximum size of the
xenograft tumors was ~1400 mm3. Volume (V) calculation
formula was V=(length x width2)/2. All tumors were harvested
and weighed.
TUNEL assay. Tumor tissues were fixed in 4% formaldehyde,
and embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections were sliced into

4‑µm sections and then dewaxed and rehydrated according
to a standard protocol, and an In Situ Apoptosis Detection
kit (cat. no. 11684795910, Roche Diagnostics) was used for
TUNEL assay following the manufacturer's instructions to
detect apoptotic cells in tumor tissue sections, as previously
described (6). Signals were visualized and captured using a
fluorescence microscopy system (Carl Zeiss AG). In total,
10 fields were randomly selected from each tumor slide, and
the rate of positively stained cells was calculated.
Statistical analysis. All data are presented as the
mean ± standard deviation from a minimum of three inde‑
pendent experiments. GraphPad Prism version 7.0 software
was used for graphic drawing and statistical analysis. The
two‑sample t‑test was used for two‑group comparisons.
ANOVA was used for multiple comparisons among more than
two groups and the Bonferroni method was used to correct
the P‑value of multiple comparisons. P<0.05 was considered to
indicate a statistically significant difference.
Results
Vanillin inhibits NNMT expression. In HT‑29/NC and
HT‑29/shNNMT cells, following treatment with 2.5 or
3.5 mM vanillin (Van) for 48 h, NNMT was downregulated at
both the mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 1A‑C). Given that the
NNMT catalytic activity depends on the expression of NNMT,
the 1‑MNA level in HT‑29 cells was detected following treat‑
ment with vanillin to verify the effect of vanillin on NNMT
activity. The present results showed that vanillin reduced the
1‑MNA level in a dose‑dependent manner in HT‑29/NC and
HT‑29/shNNMT cells (Fig. 1D). It was suggested that vanillin
could downregulate NNMT expression and in turn depress
NNMT activity in HT‑29 cells.
It was also detected whether vanillin could inhibit NNMT
expression in SW480 cells. However, in SW480/NC cells
the expression of NNMT was too low to be detected at the
protein level, and NNMT was slightly decreased at the mRNA
level as detected by RT‑qPCR, but no statistically significant
difference was detected. This may be because the mRNA level
of NNMT was very low as the fold of GAPDH/NNMT was
about 25. In SW480/NNMT cells, NNMT was dramatically
elevated by the efficient exogenous expression plasmids both
at the RNA and protein level, and no decrease by vanillin was
detected (Fig. S1A‑C). But the 1‑MNA level in SW480/NNMT
cells was significantly decreased by vanillin (Fig. S1E).
Next, the present study attempted to verify whether
vanillin inhibited NNMT expression by affecting the phos‑
phorylation of STAT3 which was reported to be associated
with the expression of NNMT in CRC (21). In HT‑29 cell
lines, the phosphorylation of STAT3 was too low to be
detected, but in the SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT cell
lines vanillin significantly decreased the phosphorylation
of STAT3 (Fig. S1B and D). However, in SW480/NC cells,
NNMT was expression at a low level, and in SW480/NNMT
cells, the expression of NNMT was not controlled by
STAT3, but was influenced by the exogenous plasmids.
Collectively, we cannot draw a conclusion that the inhibitory
effect of vanillin on NNMT was due to the inhibition of
phospho‑STAT3.
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Figure 1. Vanillin downregulates NNMT expression and activity. (A and B) NNMT protein levels were determined by western blot analysis and are displayed
as a histogram after treatment with vanillin (0, 2.5 and 3.5 mM) for 48 h in HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT cells. (C) NNMT mRNA was determined by
RT‑qPCR and is displayed as a histogram after treatment with vanillin for 48 h in the HT‑29 cells. (D) Relative 1‑MNA level after treatment with vanillin for
48 h in the HT‑29 cell lines. The untreated group of HT‑29/NC cell was used as the control group which was set as 1 in all the histograms. Data are represented
as means ± SD; n=3, *P<0.05, **P<0.01, Van, vanillin; NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase; 1‑MNA, 1‑methylnicotinamide.

Vanillin attenuates NNMT‑induced cell proliferation
and resistance to 5‑Fu. SW480/NNMT, SW480/NC and
HT‑29/shNNMT, HT‑29/NC cells were treated with vanillin
for 48 h, and cell viability was detected using the CCK‑8
assay. The viability of CRC cells was inhibited by vanillin.
The IC50 of vanillin in the four cell lines was IC50=3.15 mM for
SW480/NNMT, IC50=4.02 mM for SW480/NC, IC50=3.41 mM
for HT‑29/shNNMT and IC 50 =2.54 mM for HT‑29/NC
(Fig. 2A and B). Moreover, the colony formation assay results
showed that vanillin reduced the number of colonies in the CRC
cell lines in a dose‑dependent manner especially in NNMT
high expression cell lines vs. HT-29/shNNMT or SW480/NC
cell line where the difference was significant (Fig. 2C and D).
It was suggested that vanillin inhibits NNMT‑related CRC cell
proliferation.
As our study previously reported, NNMT can reduce the
sensitivity to 5‑Fu in human CRC cells (6). Herein, following
the treatment of cells with 5‑Fu combined with the IC 50
concentration of vanillin, cells death was extreme; therefore,
cells were then treated with 5‑Fu combined with a lower
concentration of vanillin (1.75 mM vanillin in SW480 cell
lines and 2 mM vanillin in HT‑29 cell lines, respectively),
and the cell viability was detected using a CCK‑8 assay to
calculate the IC50 of 5‑Fu when combined with vanillin. The
results showed that the IC50 of 5‑Fu was significantly reduced
when combined with vanillin; from 131.81 to 64.58 mg/l in
HT‑29/NC, and from 54.79 to 39.95 mg/l in HT‑29/shNNMT;
and from 15.52 to 8.5 mg/l in SW480/NC, and from 46.32 to
19.21 mg/l in SW480/NNMT, (Fig. 2E and F). In combina‑
tion, these data suggest that vanillin attenuates NNMT‑related
resistance to 5‑Fu.

Vanillin reverses the NNMT‑induced reduction in apoptosis
in CRC cells. In our previous studies, it was found that NNMT
reduced cell apoptosis in CRC cell lines, which was a key reason
for NNMT‑induced resistance to 5‑Fu (5,6). In the following
experiments, 3 and 4 mM vanillin was used in the SW480 cell
lines (similar concentrations to the IC50 of SW480/NNMT
and SW480/NC cells, respectively), and 2.5 and 3.5 mM
vanillin in HT‑29 cell lines (similar concentrations to the IC50
of HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT cells, respectively). Flow
cytometry showed that the proportion of apoptotic cells was
increased significantly in the SW480 and HT‑29 cell lines,
from 10.6 to 29.1 (3 mM vanillin) and 39.25% (4 mM vanillin)
in SW480/NC cells, from 5.35 to 17.55 (3 mM vanillin) and
23.96% (4 mM vanillin) in SW480/NNMT cells (Fig. 3A), from
6.7 to 12.3 (2.5 mM vanillin) and 22.7% (3.5 mM vanillin) in
HT‑29/NC cells, and from 9.3 to 17.35 (2.5 mM vanillin) and
32.95% (3.5 mM vanillin) in HT‑29/shNNMT cells (Fig. 3B).
The expression of cell apoptosis‑related proteins was
further detected following treatment with vanillin in
HT‑29 and SW480 cell lines. Western blot analysis showed
that, following vanillin treatment, p53 was significantly
upregulated (Fig. 4A, B, F and G), and cleaved (c)‑PARP
(Fig. 4A, C, F and H), c‑caspase‑3 (Fig. 4A, D, F and I),
and c‑caspase‑9 (Fig. 4A, E, F and J) were induced in the
HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC and SW‑480/NNMT
cell lines.
We previously reported that NNMT inhibits apoptosis
via its metabolic product 1‑MNA (6). Thus, it was also
detected whether 1‑MNA could reverse the vanillin‑induced
apoptosis. HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT cells were treated
with 1 mM 1‑MNA with or without vanillin (2.5 or 3.5 mM)
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Figure 2. Vanillin inhibits CRC cell growth and attenuates NNMT‑induced resistance to 5‑Fu. CRC cell lines, HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC
and SW480/NNMT, were treated with vanillin at different concentrations for 48 h (for the CCK‑8 assay) or two weeks (for the colony forming assay).
(A and B) CCK‑8 analysis for HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT cell viability. (C and D) Colony forming efficiency in HT‑29
and SW480 cell lines. The untreated groups of HT‑29/NC and SW480/NC were used as the control group respectively which was set as 100%. (E and F) Cells
were treated with vanillin combined with different concentration of 5‑Fu (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 48, 72, 100, 150, 200 and 250 mg/l) for 48 h, and
cell viability was determined by CCK‑8 assay to evaluate IC50 of 5‑Fu. IC50 values for 5‑Fu in HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC, SW480/NNMT
are displayed as a histogram. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. CRC, colorectal cancer; NNMT, nicotinamide
N‑methyltransferase; 5‑Fu, 5‑fluorouracil.

for 48 h. The flow cytometry results showed that following
addition of 1 mM of 1‑MNA, the proportion of cell apop‑
tosis was decreased from 17.35 to 14.55% (with 2.5 mM
vanillin) and from 32.95 to 23.4% (with 3.5 mM vanillin)
in HT‑29/shNNMT, but in HT‑29/NC there was no signifi‑
cant difference in apoptosis with and without 1‑MNA
(Fig. S2A and B). SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT were also
treated with or without 1 mM 1‑MNA with vanillin (3 or
4 mM) for 48 h. The flow cytometry results showed that the

proportion of SW480/NC apoptotic cells decreased from 29.1
to 23.2% (with 3 mM vanillin) and from 39.25 to 33.4% (with
4 mM vanillin) following addition of 1 mM 1‑MNA, but in
SW480/NNMT cells 1‑MNA did not decrease the apoptosis
induced by vanillin. (Fig. S2C and D).
In combination, these results showed that vanillin increased
cell apoptosis by attenuating the NNMT‑induced reduction
in CRC cell apoptosis, and 1‑MNA could partly reverse the
vanillin‑induced apoptosis.
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Figure 3. Vanillin induces cell apoptosis in a dose‑dependent manner in CRC cells. CRC cell lines, HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT,
were treated with vanillin of different concentrations for 48 h. (A and B) Cell apoptosis was analyzed by flow cytometry and is displayed as a histogram in
SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (A) and HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT (B) cell lines. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.
Van, vanillin; CRC, colorectal cancer; NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase.

Vanillin has a synergistic effect with 5‑Fu by attenuating
the NNMT‑induced reduction in apoptosis. It was explored
whether vanillin has a synergistic effect with 5‑Fu through
increasing cell apoptosis in CRC cells. Flow cytometry
results showed that in the HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT
cell lines, cell apoptosis was significantly increased in the
groups treated with 2.5 mM vanillin combined with 40 mg/l
5‑Fu; from 26.25 to 36.65% in HT‑29/NC and from 33.7 to
44.15% in HT‑29/shNNMT cells, compared with the groups
treated with 40 mg/l 5‑Fu alone (Fig. 5A). In SW480 cell lines,
cell apoptosis was also significantly increased in the groups
treated with 3 mM vanillin combined with 20 mg/l 5‑Fu,
compared with the groups treated with 20 mg/l 5‑Fu alone;
from 27.05 to 49.2% in SW480/NC cells, and from 20.35 to
39.6% in SW480/NNMT cells (Fig. 5B). In conclusion, it was
determined that vanillin has a synergistic effect with 5‑Fu by
attenuating the NNMT‑induced decreased apoptosis in CRC
cell lines.
Vanillin induces cell apoptosis by activating the ASK1‑p38
MAPK pathway. It was aforementioned that NNMT enhances
resistance to 5‑Fu in CRC cells via inhibition of the ASK1‑p38
MAPK pathway. Next, it was examined whether vanillin has
an effect on the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway. The phosphory‑
lation of p38 (p‑p38) and ASK1 (p‑ASK1) were significantly
activated following treatment with vanillin in both HT‑29
(Fig. 6A, C and E) and SW480 (Fig. 6B, D and F) cell lines.
SB203580, the specific inhibitor of p38 phosphorylation, was
used to verify the effect of vanillin on the p38 MAPK pathway.

The phosphorylation of p38 was inactivated by SB203580
(10 µM), following incubation with vanillin for 48 h in both
HT‑29 and SW480 cell lines (Fig. 6A‑D).
Flow cytometry showed that, following treatment with
SB203580 (10 µM) and vanillin for 48 h, the proportion of
apoptotic cells was significantly decreased in SW480 and
HT‑29 cell lines; from 12.3 to 9.06% (with 2.5 mM vanillin),
from 22.7 to 17.73% (with 3.5 mM vanillin) in HT‑29/NC
cells, from 17.35 to 14.36% (with 2.5 mM vanillin), from 32.95
to 23.6% (with 3.5 mM vanillin) in HT‑29/shNNMT cells
(Fig. 7A and C); from 29.1 to 20.35% (with 3 mM vanillin),
from 39.25 to 25.9% (with 4 mM vanillin) in SW480/NC
cells, and from 17.55 to 13.04% (with 3 mM vanillin), from
23.96 to 21.46% (with 4 mM vanillin) in SW480/NNMT
(Fig 7B and D).
These results indicated that p38 MAPK is an important
mediator of vanillin‑induced apoptosis, and might be a key
reason for the vanillin‑induced weakening of NNMT‑induced
5‑Fu resistance in CRC cells.
Vanillin induces cell apoptosis by enhancing mitochondrial
damage and ROS production. ROS is one of the causes for cell
apoptosis. Intracellular ROS can activate ASK1 by dissociating
it from glutathione‑S‑transferase (22). Our previous study
showed that NNMT reduced the ROS production in CRC cells
after treatment with 5‑Fu (6). Herein, it was found that vanillin
promoted ROS production in a dose‑dependent manner in both
SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT cell lines (Fig. 8A). NAC, a
known scavenger of ROS, was used to reduce the ROS level
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Figure 4. Vanillin induces expression of proteins related to cell apoptosis in CRC cells. CRC cell lines, HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC and
SW480/NNMT, were treated with vanillin at different concentrations for 48 h. (A‑E) Apoptosis‑related proteins were analyzed by western blot analysis in the
HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT cells and are displayed as histograms. (F‑J) Apoptosis‑related proteins were analyzed by western blot analysis in the SW480/NC
and SW480/NNMT cells and are displayed as histograms. The untreated groups of HT‑29/NC and SW480/NC cells were used as the control group, respec‑
tively, which was set as 1 in B, D, E, G, I and J. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. Van, vanillin; CRC, colorectal cancer;
NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase; PARP, poly(ADP‑ribose) polymerase; c‑, cleaved.

that had been increased by vanillin. Flow cytometry showed
that ROS was significantly reduced by NAC (Fig. 8B).
Mitochondrial damage, leading to electron leakage from
mitochondrial electron transport, is the main source of intra‑
cellular ROS, and mitochondria are the primary targets of
ROS‑induced cellular damage (23). The ΔΨm was detected
using JC‑1 fluorescent probe to explore whether the promotion
of ROS came from mitochondrial damage. Flow cytometry
results showed that green fluorescence increased following
treatment with vanillin, which meant that vanillin induced
mitochondrial damage in the SW480 cell lines (Fig. 8C).
The vanillin‑induced mitochondrial damage could be partly
rescued following NAC‑induced ROS inhibition (Fig. 8D)
Next, it was examined whether ROS promotion is a key
reason for the induction of vanillin‑induced cell apoptosis.

SW480 cell apoptosis was detected after the inhibition of ROS
following pre‑treatment with NAC and treatment with vanillin.
Flow cytometry results showed that cell apoptosis was reduced
following pre‑treatment with NAC in vanillin‑treated SW480
cell lines; from 29.1 to 24.56% (with 3 mM vanillin), from
39.25 to 30.87% (with 4 mM vanillin) in SW480/NC, and from
17.55 to 13.43% (with 3 mM vanillin), from 23.96 to 19.3%
(with 4 mM vanillin) in SW480/NNMT cells (Fig. 8E). These
results showed that the vanillin‑induced cell apoptosis was
partly reversed following the NAC‑induced reduction in ROS.
Since the lentiviral vector used to construct the HT‑29/NC
and HT‑29/shNNMT cell lines contained a green fluorescence
protein tag, which conflicts with the green fluorescent signal of
ROS and JC‑1 monomers, NNMT siRNA was used to knock
down NNMT to detect changes in ROS and mitochondrial
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Figure 5. Vanillin combined with 5‑Fu induces cell apoptosis in CRC cells. CRC cell lines, HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC and
SW480/NNMT, were treated with vanillin and/or 5‑Fu (40 mg/l for HT‑29 cells, 20 mg/l for SW480 cells) for 48 h. The untreated groups were displayed
as blank groups. (A and B) Cell apoptosis was analyzed by flow cytometry and is displayed as histograms in HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT (A) and
SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (B) cell lines. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. Van, vanillin; CRC, colorectal cancer;
NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase; 5‑Fu, 5‑fluorouracil.

damage. However, western blot analysis showed that NNMT
expression was knocked down by NNMT siRNA although it
was not so efficient as the NNMT shRNA by lentiviral vector
(Fig. S3A and B). Consistent with the results in SW480 cell
lines, we also found that ROS were increased after treatment
with 2.5 and 3.5 mM vanillin for 48 h, and that NAC could
reduce ROS in HT‑29 cells (Fig. S3C and D). But the ROS
promotion by vanillin was much more mild than in SW480
cell lines. And JC‑1 assays showed that vanillin could induce
mitochondrial damage and that NAC could partly reduce the
damage in HT‑29 cells (Fig. S3E and F). On account of the
higher knockdown efficiency, HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT
cell lines were used to detect the effect of ROS reduction by
NAC on apoptosis. When cells were pre‑treated with NAC,
the proportion of apoptotic cells was slightly reduced but
exhibited no significant difference (Fig. S3G).
Overall, vanillin was considered to attenuate the inhibi‑
tory effect of NNMT on ROS production and increase cell
apoptosis in CRC cell lines.

3 weeks of intraperitoneal injections in tumor‑bearing nude
mice, the tumor volume and weight in the 5‑Fu combined
with vanillin‑treated groups was significantly smaller than
that in the 5‑Fu‑treated groups, both in the SW480/NC and
SW480/NNMT cell derived tumors (Fig. 9A‑C). Moreover, the
TUNEL analysis of tumor sections showed that cell apoptosis
was induced more significantly in groups treated with 5‑Fu
combined with vanillin than in groups treated with 5‑Fu
alone. Consistent with our previous study (6), it was found that
tumors overexpressing NNMT exhibited less 5‑Fu‑induced
cell apoptosis than tumors in the SW480/NC groups, both
in the 5‑Fu and 5‑Fu combined with vanillin‑treated groups
(Fig. 9D and E).
In conclusion, vanillin was found to downregulate NNMT
and enhance sensitivity to 5‑Fu via ROS‑induced cell apop‑
tosis. A schematic illustration of the regulation of NNMT and
chemosensitivity by vanillin in CRC cells is shown in Fig. 9F.

Vanillin combined with 5‑Fu decreases tumor growth and
induces apoptosis in vivo. The mouse xenograft models estab‑
lished by SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT cells were used to
explore the synergistic effect of vanillin with 5‑Fu in vivo.
A previous study reported no side effects following treat‑
ment with 100 mg/kg/day vanillin (15). In the present study,
100 mg/kg vanillin was used every other day, and 30 mg/kg
5‑Fu every 2 days, as described in our previous study (6). After

Chemoresistance is the main cause of poor prog‑
nosis in colorectal cancer (CRC) (24). Nicotinamide
N‑methyltransferase (NNMT) is an enzyme for nicotinamide
metabolism, and has been found to be upregulated in a variety
of diseases, including CRC (2,3). Our previous study found
that NNMT enhanced resistance to 5‑Fu in CRC cells (6).
Therefore, it is important to identify compounds targeting
NNMT.

Discussion
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Figure 6. Vanillin activates the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway. CRC cell lines, HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT, SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT, were treated
with vanillin and/or SB203580 (SB) for 48 h. (A and B) ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway‑related proteins were analyzed by western blot analysis in HT‑29/NC
and HT‑29/shNNMT (A) and SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (B) cell lines. (C and D) Ratios of phospho‑P38 to total P38 (p‑P38/P38) were displayed as
histograms in HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT (C) and SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (D) cell lines. (E and F) Ratios of phospho‑ASK1 to total ASK1
(p‑ASK1/ASK1) are displayed as histograms in HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT (E) and SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (F) cell lines. The untreated groups
of HT‑29/NC and SW480/NC were used as the control group, respectively, which was set as 1 in all the histograms. Data are represented as means ± SD,
n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. Van, vanillin; SB, SB203580; CRC, colorectal cancer; NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase; ASK1, apoptosis signal
regulating kinase 1.

Few NNMT inhibitors have been reported to date. 1‑MNA
is known to inhibit NNMT through enzymatic reaction product
inhibition (10), but 1‑MNA itself has been shown to play a
unique role in tumor proliferation and drug resistance (5,6).
A growing number of inhibitors have recently been reported
including chloroacetamide‑based covalent NNMT inhibi‑
tors, nicotinamide analogues, quinolone (inhibitors based on
NNMT's alternative substrate), sinefungin (general methyl‑
transferase inhibitor), and bisubstrate‑like inhibitors (25‑31).
All reported inhibitors are chemosynthetic, and more research
is required to certify their potential side effects. Inhibitors
derived from natural products are a safer choice. Curcumin is
the only reported natural product that inhibits NNMT mRNA
expression (21). A natural product library was screened, and
it was found that vanillin may target NNMT and help reduce
NNMT‑induced chemotherapy resistance.

Vanillin, a natural dietary flavor component widely
used in food, has been reported to exert multiple anticancer
effects (9‑16). In the present study, it was also found that
vanillin could inhibit cell proliferation in CRC cells and
attenuate NNMT‑induced resistance to 5‑Fu. However,
following a review of the literature, no study was found on the
association between vanillin and NNMT. In the present study,
vanillin was found to effectively decrease NNMT mRNA and
protein levels in HT‑29 cell lines, and then to inhibit NNMT
activity by reducing the 1‑MNA level in a dose‑dependent
manner. It was also found that vanillin could decrease the
1‑MNA level in SW480/NNMT cells, but the expression of
NNMT was not changed significantly. This was reconcilable
because in SW480/NNMT cells, the expression of NNMT was
dramatically elevated by the efficient exogenous expression
plasmids.
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Figure 7. Inhibition of the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway reverses the increased apoptosis induced by vanillin. CRC cell lines, HT‑29/NC, HT‑29/shNNMT,
SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT, were treated with vanillin and/or SB203580 for 48 h. The untreated groups were displayed as blank groups. (A and B) Cell
apoptosis was analyzed by flow cytometry in HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT (A) and SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (B) cell lines. (C and D) Cell apoptosis
was displayed as a histogram in HT‑29/NC and HT‑29/shNNMT (C) and SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT (D) cell lines. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3;
*
P<0.05, **P<0.01. Van, vanillin; SB, SB203580; CRC, colorectal cancer; NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase; ASK1, apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1.

Given that STAT3 is one of the transcription factors of
NNMT in CRC (21), and vanillin can inhibit NNMT at the
mRNA level, it was explored whether vanillin could inhibit
the phosphorylation of STAT3. In HT‑29 cell lines, no STAT3
phosphorylation was detected by western blot analysis, with or
without vanillin treatment. The low phosphorylation of STAT3
in HT‑29 cells was also reported previously (32,33). Several
other researchers obtained the slight bands of phospho‑STAT3
in HT‑29 cells (34,35), but we attempted many times and failed
to obtain a clear band of phospho‑STAT3 in our experiments.
In the SW480 cell lines, vanillin markedly decreased the

phosphorylation of STAT3, but NNMT had a low expression
in SW480 cells and the exogenous expression of NNMT in
SW480/NNMT cells was not associated with STAT3. It could
not, therefore, be confirmed whether the inhibition of NNMT
was due to the inhibition of STAT3 phosphorylation. Thus, the
precise molecular mechanism through which vanillin inhibits
NNMT expression was not provided and should be further
explored.
It was found in the present study that vanillin inhibited the
viability and colony formation of CRC cells in a dose‑depen‑
dent manner, especially in NNMT‑overexpressing cell lines.
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Figure 8. Vanillin increases cell apoptosis by inducing mitochondrial damage and ROS production. SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT cell lines were treated with
vanillin for 48 h, or pretreated with 10 mM NAC for 2 h followed by treatment with vanillin for 48 h. (A and B) ROS were detected by flow cytometry using
the fluorescent probe DCFH‑DA and displayed as a histogram. (C and D) Measurement of mitochondrial transmembrane potential by JC‑1 fluorescence and
displayed as histogram. (E) Cell apoptosis was displayed as a histogram. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. Van, vanillin;
NAC, N‑acetyl‑L‑cysteine; ROS, reactive oxygen species.

It was suggested that vanillin could inhibit NNMT‑promoted
CRC cell proliferation. However, in the colony formation
assay, it was found that all cells died when the concentration
of vanillin peaked at only 2.5 mM. We suggested two reasons
for this result: i) In the colony formation assays, if the clone
is less than 0.2 mm in diameter, it is difficult to be stained
effectively and will be missed; ii) For the colony formation
test, we seeded 103 cells per well in 6‑well plates and treated
cells with vanillin for two weeks, and found that cells were
more sensitive to vanillin than in the CCK‑8 assays, in which
we seeded 5x103 cells per well in 96‑well plates and treated
only for 48 h. Thus, we supposed that this may be because
the lower the cell density, the more sensitive are the cells to
vanillin. There are also some other studies that reported a
similar phenomenon (36,37).

Cell apoptosis was further investigated following treat‑
ment with vanillin. Flow cytometry results showed that
vanillin significantly increased cell apoptosis, and western
blot analysis results showed that key apoptotic proteins were
markedly promoted by vanillin in CRC cells. It was also found
that 1‑MNA, the metabolic product of NNMT, could reverse
the apoptosis induced by vanillin in HT‑29/shNNMT and
SW480/NC cell lines, which were NNMT low expression cell
lines. But in HT‑29/NC and SW480/NNMT cells, which are
NNMT high expression cell lines, 1‑MNA could not reduce
the apoptosis increased by vanillin. We supposed that there
are naturally high concentrations of 1‑MNA in these cell lines
and excessive 1‑MNA might be cytotoxic. The rescue experi‑
ment by 1‑MNA, as well as the functional analysis by NNMT
knockdown in HT‑29 cells and NNMT overexpression in
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Figure 9. Vanillin inhibits CRC tumor growth in a mouse xenograft model. (A) Representative image showing tumors from subcutaneous tumor‑bearing nude
mice of the SW480/NC or SW480/NNMT groups which were treated with 5‑Fu alone or 5‑Fu combined with vanillin. (B) Tumor weight of the different groups
displayed as a scatter diagram. (C) Tumor volume of the different groups displayed as a scatter diagram. (D) Cell apoptosis detected by TUNEL staining
(magnification, x100). (E) Cell apoptosis rate from TUNEL staining displayed as a histogram showing the 5‑Fu alone treated group of SW480/NC cells as
a control which was set as 1. (F) Schematic illustration of the regulation of NNMT and chemosensitivity by vanillin. Vanillin downregulates NNMT and
enhances sensitivity to 5‑Fu via ROS‑induced cell apoptosis in CRC cells. Data are represented as means ± SD, n=3; *P<0.05, **P<0.01. Van, vanillin; CRC,
colorectal cancer; NNMT, nicotinamide N‑methyltransferase; ASK1, apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1; ROS, reactive oxygen species; 5‑Fu, 5‑fluorouracil.

SW480 cells, provided evidence to support the conclusion that
vanillin promotes apoptosis by inhibiting NNMT expression.
We previously reported that NNNT could inhibit the
ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway (6). Herein, it was also found that
vanillin activated the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway to induce
apoptosis. There are two possible underlying mechanisms:
i) Vanillin inhibits NNMT expression, therefore decreasing
the effect of NNMT on the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway;
ii) Vanillin itself activates the ASK1‑p38 MAPK pathway. No
conclusion was reached on the exact mechanism in the present
study.
In addition, consistent with our previous study, the apoptotic
rate was lower in cells with a high, compared with cells with
low NNMT expression, which was dependent on the protective
effect of NNMT on cell apoptosis reported in our precious
study (19). In addition, the present results showed that cell
apoptosis was more significantly increased in groups treated
with vanillin combined with 5‑Fu, than in groups treated
with 5‑Fu alone. In conclusion, vanillin was deemed to have a
synergistic effect with 5‑Fu by reversing the NNMT‑induced
decreased CRC cell apoptosis.
It was shown in our previous study that NNMT could
reduce ROS production in CRC cells (6). Herein, it was found

that vanillin could increase intracellular ROS in both SW480
and HT‑29 cell lines. NAC, the scavenger of ROS, could partly
reverse vanillin‑mediated ROS promotion and, in turn, partly
decrease cell apoptosis, suggesting that vanillin induces cell
apoptosis using a mechanism dependent on ROS promotion.
However, in HT‑29 cell lines, ROS promotion was much lower
than that noted in the SW480 cell lines. We assume that ROS
promotion was not the main cause of vanillin‑induced apop‑
tosis in HT‑29 cells. We did not provide more reasons by which
vanillin induces apoptosis in HT‑29 cells, which should be
further investigated. It was also found that the ROS promotion
by vanillin arose from mitochondrial damage, and NAC could
partly rescue this damage. Nevertheless, the mechanism of
mitochondrial damage and precise signaling pathway of ROS
production remain unclear. Collectively, it was suggested that
mitochondrial damage and its subsequent promotion of ROS
are partly to account for the vanillin‑induced increase in cell
apoptosis.
It was found that the inhibitory effect of vanillin on cell prolif‑
eration was more significant in HT‑29/NC and SW480/NNMT
cells which have a high NNMT expression, and 3 mM vanillin
could promote more ROS production in SW480/NNMT cells
than in SW480/NC. In HT‑29 cells, no significant difference in
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ROS was found when NNMT was knocked down by siRNA.
This meant that vanillin could induce more ROS in HT‑29/siNC
cells and eliminate the inhibitory effect of NNMT on ROS. This
created some confusion in the present study. As was aforemen‑
tioned that NNMT could increase cell proliferation and inhibit
ROS, why vanillin could induce more ROS and inhibition in
cell proliferation in NNMT‑overexpressing cells must be further
investigated. We hypothesized that vanillin could also inhibit
the downstream proteins, whose expression depends on NNMT
and which are necessary for cell survival under high NNMT
expression. Further research should be undertaken to investigate
that mechanism.
A murine xenograft model was constructed using
SW480/NC and SW480/NNMT cells to assess the synergistic
effect of vanillin and 5‑Fu in vivo. Vanillin inhibited tumor
growth and enhanced the 5‑Fu sensitivity of CRC by promoting
apoptosis in vivo. Considering that vanillin has long been used
as a food additive worldwide, and a previous study showed that
no side effects were observed following treatment with vanillin
at 100 mg/kg/day (15), it was proposed herein that vanillin is a
promising anticancer compound with low side effects for CRC
therapy, particularly for CRC with high NNMT expression.
In conclusion, in the present study, it was demonstrated that
vanillin targets NNMT and attenuates NNMT‑related resistance
to 5‑Fu. Insight was provided into part of the mechanism that
involves the NNMT/mitochondrial damage/ROS axis involved
in vanillin‑induced cell apoptosis. This study identified vanillin
as a useful adjuvant chemotherapy candidate for CRC therapy.
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